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Effect of posterior cervical spine tool on neck alignment for the adults with anterior head posture
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Objectives
With the popularity of computers, the frequency of the appeals to the neck, shoulder, and musculoskeletal

abnormalities has been increased in students and professionals who frequently use the computers. The
anterior head posture (turtle neck syndrome), which frequently occurs in long-term computer working group,
is a cause of diverse musculoskeletal, nerve and vascular disorders because the head moves in front of the
gravitational center line and becomes chronic. It is difficult for the general people to know whether the
intervention methods so far are a correct cervical posterior motion of the cervical deep muscle. Analogue
methods are mostly used, and there are digital devices only for the prevention of the head posture. So we
decided to develop a digitized head anterior rehabilitation tool.

Methods
When the subject is placed in a lying position and presses the pillow after the posterior cervical spine, the

target receives inputs of position, value and degree of bending through Arduino Bluetooth module via
FSR•FLEX sensors. After receiving the above information, the application executes the conditional statement
operation (exercise method), and the vibration is output when the event processing is completed (Fig. 1). In
the right posture, the patient puts pressure on the pointing part to take necessary positions for rehabilitation
treatment. The patients will output vibration or sound when the internal event processing is completed within
the app. Then, they enter the position, value of the pressure point and the degree of bending, and send
sensor value to Bluetooth. The specialist identifies the progress of the treatment by sending a graph of data.
They perform the conditional operation according to sensor value in application.

Results
If the patients apply this posterior cervical spine tool to a person with a anterior head posture as a steady
exercise, the neck adjustment is returned to the normal range and the symptoms of the anterior head posture
and musculoskeletal symptoms will be alleviated considerably. Conclusions: We suggested it is meaningful
that this is designed to induce the correct operation and make it easier to use than the existing equipment for
Turtle neck syndrome. In addition, if the exercise information is used in the medical field, it will be more
helpful to understand patient’s physical condition. Keywords: Forward head position (FHP), Turtle neck
syndrome, Rehabilitation exercise, FSR•FLEX sensor.
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Figure 1. Process of neck posture control device.


